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**Highlights**

- The study tested the potential benefit of bilateral tDCS for attention modulation
- Left anodal and right cathodal tDCS increased visual sensitivity in both fields
- TDCS may boost attention resources and facilitate functional rehabilitation
Abstract

**Objective.** Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) provides a way to modulate spatial attention by enhancing the ratio of neural activity between the left and right hemispheres, with a potential benefit for the rehabilitation of visual neglect.

**Methods.** We tested the effect of bilateral tDCS in healthy individuals performing a visual detection task. This protocol consists in the positioning of the anode and cathode on mirror positions over the left and right parietal areas. The stimulation was repeated over three days to maximize the chance to observe a bias to the hemispace contralateral to the anode.

**Results.** Compared to a sham treatment, left anodal – right cathodal stimulation enhanced attention across the full range of space, since the first day with no build-up effect on the next days, and modified the balance of left-right omissions when stimuli appeared at the same time.

**Conclusion.** Bilateral tDCS improved detection in both visual fields, with no privileged processing of one side, except when concurrent stimuli were presented. The results provide partial support to the hemispheric rivalry hypothesis.

**Significance.** The technique has the potential to boost attention in neglect patients but should be used as an adjuvant rather than as an alternative to functional rehabilitation.

**Keywords :** stroke, hemineglect, parietal, attention, awareness, tDCS
1. Introduction

Unilateral spatial neglect is a dramatic impairment of attention orientation which cannot be ascribed to an elementary sensorimotor deficit. The neuropsychological examination demonstrates privileged processing of the space ipsilateral to the damaged hemisphere, to the detriment of the contralateral space (Heilman et al., 1993; Rode et al., 2017). Extinction is observed when the patient has to pay attention to bilateral stimuli and only report the one on the ipsilesional side. Neglect is associated with poor hemiplegia recovery and functional autonomy limitation (Denes et al., 1982; Di Monaco et al., 2011; Farnè et al., 2004; Vossel et al., 2013) and continues to affect visuospatial behaviour, years after stroke, especially in divided attention conditions (Andres et al., 2019; Bonato et al., 2010; Bonato, 2015). There is thus a need for new rehabilitation methods that lead to efficient and durable recovery of symmetric spatial processing after stroke.

The development of non-invasive brain stimulation methods has opened up perspectives for the neurorehabilitation of patients with spatial disorders (Koch et al., 2013). In healthy individuals, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over the right posterior parietal cortex (PPC) modifies the activation state of the parietofrontal connectivity in the left hemisphere (Koch et al., 2011; Szczepanski and Kastner, 2013), through callosal connections (Chechlacz et al., 2015), and produces neglect-like or extinction-like phenomena in visual detection tasks (Dambeck et al., 2006; Hilgetag et al., 2001; Meister et al., 2006). These findings have corroborated the hypothesis that full space attention is achieved through reciprocal inhibition between the two hemispheres whose role is to orient attention in opposite directions (Kinsbourne, 1977). Further TMS studies showed that reducing the excitability of the left hemisphere of right-brain-lesioned patients attenuates left neglect (Koch et al., 2008; 2012; Oliveri et al., 2001; Song et al., 2009). Increasing the excitability of the lesioned hemisphere
with high-frequency repetitive TMS is a complementary way to achieve this goal but with more discomfort and a higher risk of inducing a seizure. These issues can be circumvented by using transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) that modifies the state of neuronal excitability without causing depolarization. The principle of using tDCS to rehabilitate visuospatial attention after unilateral brain lesion is supported by some promising results (Brem et al., 2014; Ko et al., 2008; Sparing et al., 2009) but the mechanism underlying the effect of tDCS on visual attention remains unclear, limiting the development of efficient neurorehabilitation strategies (Fan et al., 2018; Salazar et al., 2018). In patients, directional biases were generally measured with paper-and-pencil tests, such as line bisection, providing little insight into attention orienting mechanisms. In healthy humans, a seminal study showed that anodal or cathodal parietal stimulation respectively facilitates or deteriorates detection of contralateral targets, irrespective to the stimulated hemisphere (Sparing et al., 2009). But other studies concluded to a general enhancement of visual attention, for example after right cathodal stimulation, without any advantage for either hemifield (Moos et al., 2012; Weiss and Lavidor, 2012). These discrepant results question the relevance of the hemispheric rivalry hypothesis for making predictions about the outcome of neurorehabilitation strategies using tDCS in stroke patients. A source of discrepancy may lie in the use of unilateral stimulation to address the issue of hemispheric rivalry. Unilateral stimulation implies that one electrode is placed over the PPC while the other electrode is placed over a remote site that could differ between studies. The remote electrode is wrongly considered as a non-relevant, while the neuromodulation of the brain areas covered by this other electrode might actually intervene in the inter-hemispheric crosstalk.

The present study investigates the effect of bilateral tDCS on visuospatial attention. Bilateral tDCS offers an alternative and potentially more efficient way to modify the inter-hemispheric balance and clarify its relationship with attention orientation. The placement of the
electrodes on mirror positions on the left and right PPC allows combining the excitatory effect of anodal stimulation over one hemisphere with the inhibitory effect of cathodal stimulation over the opposite hemisphere. So far, three out of four studies have reported a positive outcome on neglect measures when the cathode was placed over the left hemisphere and the anode over the right hemisphere of right-brain-lesioned patients. Two randomized controlled trials combined bilateral tDCS with visual training and showed improved performance compared to a control group receiving conventional therapy (Bang and Bong, 2015; Turgut et al., 2018). One cross-over double-blind study found no effect of bilateral tDCS in any of the conventional subtests of the Behavioural Inattention Test (Smit et al., 2015), while another showed a significant reduction of rightward bias in line bisection compared to sham and unilateral parietal tDCS (Sunwoo et al., 2013). Note that in the latter study, bilateral tDCS was achieved with two circuits so that a cathode was also placed over the left supraorbital area and an anode over the right supraorbital area (Sunwoo et al., 2013). Finally, aside from one single case study that monitored visuospatial performance over several days (Brem et al., 2014), not much is known about the stability of tDCS after-effects and their persistence after the last session. The same holds for studies in healthy participants where the implementation of multiple sessions served to counterbalance the order of the tDCS conditions (Moos et al., 2012; Sparing et al., 2009). We aimed to complement this research by investigating the effects of bilateral tDCS, with two opposite electrode montages, in healthy participants performing a computerized detection task. The present study extended over five consecutive days, including a pre-treatment session, three tDCS sessions replicating the same protocol to test the stability of the effects, and a post-treatment session taking place 24h after the last tDCS session. Healthy participants were asked to detect left, right or bilateral targets whose size was calibrated to their individual detection threshold. Detection was performed while an electrical direct current was applied between the left and the right PPC with two opposite montages, i.e., left anode - right cathode (LAnode-
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RCATHODE group) and left cathode - right anode (LCATHODE-RANODE group), or faded after 30 seconds resulting in a sham stimulation (sham group). We first examined visual sensitivity, indexed by the number of hits and false alarms, and then investigated neglect-like asymmetries by computing the detection rate in left and right unilateral trials. According to the hemispheric rivalry hypothesis, participants in the LANODE-RCATHODE group should prioritize right target processing whereas participants in the LCATHODE-RANODE group should prioritize left target processing (Figure 1A). An additional analysis was performed on bilateral trials to measure extinction-like effects, i.e., a relative increase in the number of left vs. right omissions when the two targets were presented simultaneously.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty-six healthy volunteers (18 females, age range: 20 to 30 years) provided written informed consent to take part in the experiment. All participants declared themselves as right-handed, were naive to the hypothesis being tested, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of neurological disorder, and had no intake of drugs modulating brain activity. We replaced one participant because he never reported the right target in bilateral trials, and another one because an encoding error caused the loss of his data for one tDCS session. The experimental protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Université catholique de Louvain (N° B40320108544, Comité d'Ethique Hospitalo-Facultaire Saint-Luc-UCL).

2.2. Transcranial direct current stimulation
Bilateral tDCS was delivered over the parietal areas through a battery-driven electrical stimulator (DC Stimulator Plus, NeuroConn). Two electrodes (5 x 7 cm, encased in saline-soaked synthetic sponges) were placed over the left (P3) and right (P4) PPC, with the main axis oriented along the rostro-caudal axis. Participants were blinded to group allocation. The LANODE-R\text{CATHODE} group (N=12) performed the task with the anodal electrode placed over P3 and the cathodal electrode over P4 to prioritize right target detection, whereas the L\text{CATHODE}-R\text{ANODE} (N=12) performed the task with the reverse electrode montage. The control group (N=12) performed the visual detection task in the same conditions while receiving sham tDCS. For the real stimulation, a constant current of 1.5 mA was delivered for 20 minutes. Sham stimulation was programmed with the same parameters except that the stimulator was turned off progressively after 30 seconds. Baseline performance was measured 24 hours pre-treatment; then the bilateral-tDCS protocol was repeated over three consecutive days; and the post-treatment effect was measured 24 hours after the last tDCS session.

2.3. Task and Stimuli

While they were receiving tDCS, participants had to detect black targets flashed over a grey background in the left and/or right visual field using the Psychopy software (Peirce, 2007). They sat at a distance of 60 cm from the computer screen. Their head rested on a chin rest and their hands lied on the table with the right index, middle and ring fingers placed respectively on the left, down and right keys of a keyboard. Targets were flashed on the screen with an eccentricity of 20° and two possible peri-threshold sizes selected after calibration during the pre-treatment session. The calibration block counted 20 trials for each combination of trial type (left, right or bilateral) and pixel size (2x2, 2x3, 3x3, 3x4, 4x5), which were randomly intermixed with 20 catch trials (no target). The two peri-threshold sizes corresponded to
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adjacent pixel sizes (e.g., 3x3 and 3x4) giving a detection rate respectively lower and higher than 50%, thus ensuring that the task engaged a high level of attention resources (Figure 1B). They were defined separately for left and right targets. The performance in unilateral trials served to calibrate the size of left and right targets in bilateral trials as well. This procedure was adopted from previous TMS (Dambeck et al., 2006; Hilgetag et al., 2001; Meister et al., 2006) and tDCS (Sparing et al., 2009) studies. After calibration, the average size of left targets ($M = 9.5$, $SD = 2.5$ pixels) was slightly smaller than the average size of right targets ($M = 10.6$, $SD = 3.3$ pixels; $F(1,33)=5.8$, $p=.022$, $\eta_p^2 = .15$), but there was no difference between groups ($F(1,33)=1.25$, $p=.3$, $\eta_p^2 = .07$). The target followed the fixation cross after 500 msec and remained on the screen for 50 msec. The next trial started 1000 msec after the 2000-msec deadline allowed for responding. During each tDCS session (day 1 to 3), participants performed 320 trials of the visual detection task, with 40 trials for each combination of trial type (left, right or bilateral) and threshold (infra- vs. supra-) and 80 additional catch trials. The total duration of the task corresponded to the total duration of the tDCS (20 min). During the pre- and post-treatment sessions, baseline performance and after-effects were estimated by means of 160 trials of the same visual detection task.

2.4. Data analysis

The analyses were conducted after excluding trials with a response time falling outside a 200-1100 ms range defined arbitrarily after visual inspection of the RT distribution (0.6% of trials). In the remaining trials, we first looked at the neuromodulation effect on the visual sensitivity index, which takes into account both the correct detection rate and the false alarm rate. The sensitivity index ($d'$) was computed using the following formula: $z(\text{hits}) - z(\text{false alarms})$. In conditions where the hit or false alarm rate was equal to 0 or 1, it was estimated...
through $1/(2*N)$ or $1-1/(2*N)$ before applying the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the Gaussian distribution. The $d'$ were entered in an ANOVA with TDCS ($L_{ANODE}$-$R_{CATHODE}$, $L_{CATHODE}$-$R_{ANODE}$, or sham) as a between-subject variable and TIME (pre-treatment, day 1, day 2, day 3, or post-treatment) as a within-subject variable. This first analysis made no distinction between left and right for reasons of statistical independence. It was not possible to factor out the effect of hemifield in the visual sensitivity analysis because left and right false alarms should be treated as independent distributions whereas they are computed over the same sample of catch trials. Along the same lines, partial omissions in bilateral trials, i.e., "only left" or "only right" responses, should be treated as correct hits for one side of space and as misses for the other side of space whereas they refer to the same trials. To investigate neglect-like effects, we conducted a second ANOVA on the percentage of correct responses with TDCS ($L_{ANODE}$-$R_{CATHODE}$, $L_{CATHODE}$-$R_{ANODE}$, or sham) as a between-subject variable, and TRIAL TYPE (left unilateral, right unilateral, bilateral, or catch trial) and TIME (pre-treatment, day 1, day 2, day 3, or post-treatment) as within-subject variables. In a third step, we looked at the response bias in bilateral trials, commonly used to assess visual extinction, by computing the percentage of left (vs. right) responses among the partial omissions of the participants. The bias was expressed as a function of a difference score relative to the baseline performance and analyzed through an ANOVA with TDCS ($L_{ANODE}$-$R_{CATHODE}$, $L_{CATHODE}$-$R_{ANODE}$, or sham) and DAY (day 1, day 2, or day 3) as factors. Post-hoc comparisons between groups were corrected using the Holm-Bonferroni procedure (JASP Team, 2016; jasp-stats.org). The partial $\eta^2$ and Cohen's $d$ were used as effect size estimates. The frequentist approach was complemented by Bayesian hypothesis testing using the Bayes Factor (BF) obtained by dividing the likelihood of the alternative hypothesis by that of the null hypothesis (Wagenmakers et al., 2018). BF varied between 0 and $\infty$ where values below 1 provide increasing evidence in favour of the null hypothesis and values above 1 increasing evidence for the alternative hypothesis.
3. Results

3.1. Visual sensitivity

The analysis of the $d'$ values over sessions revealed a significant effect of time ($F(2.85,103.77) = 7.4, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .18$), which was best described by a quadratic trend ($F(1,33) = 26.71, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .45$), demonstrating a sharp increase from pre-treatment to day 1, a plateau on day 2 and day 3, and a slight decrease post-treatment (Figure 2). The increase in visual sensitivity was observed in each group but it was more pronounced in the LANODE-RCATHODE group. There was indeed a main effect of TDCS ($F(2,33) = 4.12, p = .025, \eta_p^2 = .2$), and an interaction between time and TDCS ($F(6.29,103.77) = 2.15, p = .051, \eta_p^2 = .12$). Post-hoc comparisons indicated that, while the three groups did not differ pre-treatment (all $p$-values > .1), the LANODE-RCATHODE group performed significantly better than the sham group on day 1 ($t(22) = 2.69, p = .033, d = 1.12$), on day 2 ($t(22) = 2.52, p = .034, d = 0.42$) and marginally on day 3 ($t(22) = 2.37, p = .071, d = 0.98$). No difference was found between the LCATHODE-RANODE group and the sham group over the three days of stimulation (all $p$-values > .1). On the day after treatment, performance returned close to baseline so that none of the groups having received real tDCS differed from the sham group (all $p$-values >.1).

In line with these results, the Bayesian analyses revealed that the best model included the main effect of time, the main effect of TDCS and the time by TDCS interaction (BF = 1934). Moreover, the comparison of models that contain the time by TDCS interaction with models that only contain the main effects yielded a BF = 3.77, which constitutes moderate evidence for the interaction hinting at possible group differences during the tDCS sessions. The direct comparison of the LANODE-RCATHODE group and the sham group yielded BF (H1/H0) of 0.42 pre-tDCS, 4.55 on day 1, 4.48 on day 2, 2.6 on day 3, and 0.66 post-tDCS. The comparison of
the \text{L-CATHODE-RANODE} group and sham group yielded BF\text{s} (H1/H0) of 0.69 pre-tDCS, 0.37 on day 1, 0.39 on day 2, 0.45 on day 3, 0.72 post-tDCS. According to Jeffreys (1961), these values indicate moderate evidence for the hypothesis that \text{L-ANO}\text{DE-R-CATHODE} stimulation increased visual sensitivity, and anecdotal evidence for a null effect of \text{L-CATHODE-RANODE} stimulation.

### 3.2. Detection rate

The analysis of the detection rate revealed a main effect of TIME ($F(4,132) = 15.4, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .32$), a main effect of TDCS ($F(2,33) = 3.2, p = .054, \eta^2_p = .16$), and an interaction between TIME and TDCS ($F(4,132) = 2.15, p = .035, \eta^2_p = .12$). The tDCS groups did not differ before and after treatment (all $p$-values > .1). During treatment, the \text{L-ANO}\text{DE-R-CATHODE} group performed better than the sham group, in all trial types (Figure 3), on day 1 ($t(22) = 2.59, p = .042, d = 0.998$), on day 2 ($t(22) = 2.49, p = .053$ and $d = 1.016$) and on day 3 ($t(22) = 3.07, p = .013, d = 1.226$). The \text{L-CATHODE-RANODE} group showed slight improvement compared to the sham group but only on day 3 ($t(22) = 2.36, p = .049, d = 0.967$). The main effect of \text{Trial Type} ($F(3,99) = 131.73, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .80$), and the interaction between \text{Trial Type} and TDCS ($F(6,99) = 2.238, p = .046, \eta^2_p = .12$), indicated that participants committed more errors in bilateral than in unilateral trials and the difference was more pronounced in the sham group. The three-way interaction between \text{Trial Type}, TDCS and TIME was not significant ($F < 1$).

These results support a model including all main effects and an interaction between TIME and TDCS but no three-way interaction with \text{Trial Type}. The Bayesian analysis showed that the data were extremely more likely under this hypothesis than under the null hypothesis ($BF = 2.382 \times 10^{142}$). The comparison of all models that contain the \text{TIME} by TDCS interaction with all models that do not contain the \text{TIME} by TDCS interaction yielded a BF = 1.56, meaning there was anecdotal evidence for the hypothesis that participants were better at detecting targets...
during the tDCS sessions. The comparison of models with and without the three-way interaction between TIME, TDCS and TRIAL TYPE yielded a BF = 0.013, meaning there was strong evidence against the hypothesis that target side modulated the tDCS effect. The results of the Bayesian paired t-tests evaluating the group differences per session gave moderate evidence for improved detection in the LANODE-RCATHODE group. The comparison of the LANODE-RCATHODE group with the sham group yielded BF (H1/H0) of 0.53 pre-tDCS, 2.82 on day 1, 3.02 on day 2, 7.06 on day 3, and 0.95 after treatment. The comparison of the LCATHOE-RANODE group and sham group yielded BF (H1/H0) of 0.4 pre-tDCS, 0.59 on day 1, 0.47 on day 2, 2.52 on day 3, 0.39 post-tDCS. To sum up, left anodal – right cathodal stimulation slightly improved detection, regardless of target side, without producing any after-effect.

3.3. Response bias

The analysis of the response bias (left vs. right) computed over the number of partial omissions in bilateral trials revealed a main effect of TDCS ($F(2,33) = 4.26, p = .023, \eta_p^2 = .21$). There was no main effect of DAY and no DAY by TDCS interaction ($p > .1$). Figure 4 suggests that, relative to the baseline performance measured before treatment, participants preferentially reported the target contralateral to the anode when partial omissions occurred in bilateral trials. Between-group comparisons evidenced a modification of the response bias in the LANODE-RCATHODE group compared to the sham group (one-tailed $ t $-test, $ t(11) = 2.13, p = .04, d = 0.36$); the LCATHOE-RANODE group did not differ from the sham group (one-tailed $ t $-test, $ t(11) = 0.663, p = .256, d = 0.11$). However, a closer look at the data indicated that, in the LANODE-RCATHODE group, participants tended to prefer left over right targets before treatment, whereas partial omissions were equally distributed over left and right targets during treatment (see Figure 5). Within-group comparisons showed a modification of the response bias from baseline to tDCS
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sessions in the L\textsubscript{ANODE}-R\textsubscript{CATHODE} group only (one-tailed \textit{t}-test, \(t(11) = 2.17, p = .026, d = 0.627\)) but this modification cannot be formally interpreted as a normalization of a pre-existing leftward bias, as we found no statistical evidence that the percentage of left (vs. right) responses differed from 0.5 at baseline, neither in the the L\textsubscript{ANODE}-R\textsubscript{CATHODE} group (\(t(11) = 1.68, p = .121, d = 0.485\)) nor in the sham group (\(t(11) = -1.527, p = .155, d = -0.441\)), nor in the L\textsubscript{CATHODE}-R\textsubscript{ANODE} group (\(t(11) = 0.693, p = .503, d = 0.2\)). Differences in the balance of left-right omissions were still visible post-treatment between L\textsubscript{ANODE}-R\textsubscript{CATHODE} (\(-8 \pm 27\%\)), L\textsubscript{CATHODE}-R\textsubscript{ANODE} (\(8 \pm 28\%\)) and sham treatment (\(7 \pm 21\%\)) but statistical comparisons were not significant (all \(p\)-values \(> .1\)).

The Bayesian analysis of the change in response bias during the tDCS sessions yielded BFs of 49 for the comparison of the L\textsubscript{ANODE}-R\textsubscript{CATHODE} group with the sham group (very strong evidence for a modification of the balance of left-right omissions) and 0.4 for the comparison of the L\textsubscript{CATHODE}-R\textsubscript{ANODE} group with the sham group (anecdotal evidence for no modification).

In the post-tDCS session, the same comparisons revealed substantial to strong evidence for an absence of difference between groups (BF = 0.25 and BF = 0.56).

4. Discussion

The goal of the present study was to assess the potential of bilateral tDCS for attention modulation, as a foundation for the neurorehabilitation of neglect patients. We applied anodal and cathodal stimulation on mirror positions of the left and right PPC of healthy participants performing a visual detection task. The hemispheric rivalry theory predicted that bilateral tDCS should bias attention toward the hemifield controlateral to the anode and thus ipsilateral to the cathode. The results showed that left anodal – right cathodal stimulation improved visual sensitivity to peripheral targets. The balance of left-right omissions revealed no privileged
processing of one side of space except in trials where left and right targets appeared concurrently, providing partial support to the hemispheric rivalry hypothesis. Below, we discuss the idea that bilateral tDCS enhances visual attention across the full range of space, which may contribute to protect attention from spatial biases especially when the task depends on the well-balanced interaction between hemispheres.

A competition model was useful to account for the effect of non-invasive brain stimulation on the recovery of motor and speech disorders. In these domains, however, the competition model aimed to explain the physiopathology rather than the normal functioning: after stroke, the non-lesioned hemisphere is assumed to exert inhibitory effects on the lesioned hemisphere, which impedes the recovery of the functions normally ensured by the lesioned hemisphere (Turkeltaub, 2015). In the spatial domain, the hemispheric rivalry hypothesis assumes that both hemispheres collaborate to ensure the distribution of attention across the full range of space and spatial biases result from a modification of their ratio of neural activity (Kinsbourne, 1977). The theory provides a valid explanation of the behavioural modification induced by TMS, another neuromodulation technique whose effect on spatial attention has been established by several studies (e.g., Chechlacz et al., 2015; Hilgetag et al., 2001; Koch et al., 2011; Szczepanski and Kastner, 2013). The literature is less clear about the mechanism of action of tDCS. We found that target detection improved on both sides when the anode activated the left hemisphere and the cathode inhibited the right hemisphere. Evidence for directional biases is actually scarce in the literature (Fan et al., 2018; Salazar et al., 2018; Sparing et al., 2009) and the need to move beyond the notion of biased attention was underlined in another research showing that bilateral tDCS did not produce lateralized attention biases but increased the attentional benefits given by a spatial cue presented in advance to the target, irrespective to its side (Duecker et al., 2017).
We conclude from our results that tDCS has the potential to improve visuospatial processing in neglect patients but that the driving force of such intervention lies in the general enhancement of attention control capacities. The dorsal attention network, formed by the superior parietal and frontal cortex, is known to facilitate the detection of targets for which specific features (e.g., location, the colour or the motion) are known in advance (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). In our experiment, we assume that tDCS contributed to this function by increasing visual sensitivity to peripheral targets whose eccentricity was constant across trials. Although a subset of parietal (i.e., the ventral intraparietal sulcus) and frontal areas (i.e., the frontal eye fields) selectively respond to the contralateral visual field, paying attention to a cued location generally activates the network bilaterally irrespective to the visual field (Corbetta et al., 2000). Because tDCS was applied in a bilateral mode, we cannot separate the contribution of the right PPC from the contribution of the left PPC in our experiment but previous studies suggest that cathodal stimulation of the right PPC is sufficient to enhance visual attention in a non-lateralized fashion (Moos et al., 2012; Weiss and Lavidor, 2012). Cathodal stimulation is generally associated with impaired performance because of its supposedly predominant inhibitory effect but it has been proposed that, in visuo-spatial tasks, this inhibitory effect might facilitate visual processing by decreasing the global activity of parietal neurons, thus making signal-related activity more distinct (Weiss and Lavidor, 2012). At the neuronal level, there is evidence that the right PPC contains saliency maps coding the position of attended stimuli (Bisley and Goldberg, 2003), and has a remote influence on neural activity in the primary visual cortex (Ruff et al., 2008). The recovery of neglect, from the acute to the chronic stroke stage, has been associated with signal changes in the right PPC during target detection, independently of the visual field, which underlines the interest of using right cathodal stimulation to improve the competence of the right PPC in attention control (Corbetta et al., 2005).
The asymmetric pattern of left-right omissions in bilateral trials however requires further discussion. We found that left anodal – right cathodal stimulation modified the balance of partial omissions relative to the baseline performance measured before treatment. Despite our attempt to minimize individual spatial biases by calibrating stimulus size, the participants from this group tended to favour left over right targets at baseline. It is possible that spatial biases were not fully controlled in bilateral trials because the calibration was carried out against the detection rate in unilateral – not bilateral – trials. The percentage of partial omissions in bilateral trials could thus be a residual of the strong preference for left vs. right targets that was evident in the calibration (i.e., the titration procedure resulted in smaller sizes for left than right targets). This leftward preference is reminiscent of pseudoneglect, a mild asymmetry in spatial attention that typically favours the left side in young healthy people due to right hemispheric dominance (Benwell et al., 2014; Bowers and Heilman, 1980; Cicek et al., 2009; Jewell and McCourt, 2000; Le et al., 2015; Schmitz and Peigneux, 2011). A reduction of pseudoneglect following left anodal – right cathodal tDCS fits well with the hemispheric rivalry model and with independent evidence from TMS studies combining left PPC excitation with right PPC inhibition (Hilgetag et al., 2001; Petitet et al., 2015). However, it is premature to conclude that bilateral tDCS has the ability to cancel out pre-existing spatial biases because the present study was not designed to assess pseudoneglect and its effect was presumably tuned down by the calibration of stimulus size. Testing this prediction would require tracking the participants’ spatial biases throughout treatment, without equalizing performance for left and right targets prior to the experiment. Finally, no leftward deviation was found after left cathodal – right anodal stimulation, possibly reflecting an interaction between electrode montage and functional lateralization of the visuospatial attention network: tDCS would be more effective in shifting attention opposite than along the side of its natural imbalance. Although left cathodal – right anodal tDCS did not affect the imbalance of attention in healthy participants, we expect this
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electrode montage to be effective in neglect patients because they typically display the reversed imbalance at baseline, i.e., a rightward deviation due to hyperexcitability of the left hemisphere after a right lesion. In general, the effect of bilateral PPC-tDCS on lateralized attention biases should be more pronounced in neglect patients than in healthy controls because there is much room for improvement.

To sum up, our results show that bilateral PPC-tDCS has the ability to enhance attention in both visual fields, which may potentially reduce spatial biases in conditions where concurrent stimuli appear at the same time. Clinical studies generally overlook the effects of PPC-tDCS on non-lateralized attention and focus on the search of directional biases, typically in line bisection tasks, which might contribute to underestimate the benefits for neglect rehabilitation (Salazar et al., 2018). The importance of non-lateralized attention deficits in the neglect syndrome is now widely recognized (Corbetta and Shulman, 2011; Husain and Rorden, 2003) and several studies showed that the severity of neglect strongly depends on the amount of attention resources available for spatial monitoring (Cherney and Halper, 2001; Deouell et al., 2005; List et al., 2008; Mennemeier et al., 2004; Ricci et al., 2016; Robertson and Frasca, 1992). Increasing test difficulty or restricting attention resources by adding a non-lateralized dual task dramatically impairs the ability of patients to compensate for their spatial deficit (Bonato et al., 2010; Bonato, 2012). The dual-task approach, in particular, proved successful in revealing neglect or extinction signs, even after three years of chronic stroke, in patients who performed above the cut-off scores on classic tests (Andres et al., 2019; Bonato, 2015). Our study indicates that bilateral tDCS can be used not just to modulate the inter-hermispheric rivalry but also to boost attention resources and create an opportunity window for the learning of compensatory strategies. As in other studies (Giglia et al., 2011; Sparing et al., 2009), we found however that the effects of tDCS were transient. The increased sensitivity to peripheral targets had vanished twenty-four hours after the last tDCS session and the corrective effect on the leftward bias in
bilateral trials was not significant anymore, even though the stimulation was repeated over three
days in sessions of 20 minutes. Moreover, a Bayesian approach to the interaction between time
and stimulation indicated that our study only provided moderate evidence for the hypothesis
that bilateral tDCS modified the visuospatial behaviour during treatment and no evidence for
this hypothesis post-treatment. The translation to clinical trials thus also implies considering
other protocols, such as transcranial random noise stimulation (Antal and Herrmann, 2016),
that take advantage of the plastic changes induced by stimulation to facilitate functional
rehabilitation and maintain the positive outcomes over time. Existing data converge to show
that tDCS is more likely to work as an adjuvant rather than as an alternative to standard neglect
rehabilitation methods (e.g., Andres and Vandermeeren, 2016; Lefebvre et al., 2013; O'Shea et
al., 2017; Panico et al., 2017).
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Figure legends.

**Figure 1.** The upper part (A) illustrates the electrode montage in the three groups of participants. According to the hemispheric rivalry hypothesis, participants in the L\text{ANODE}-R\text{CATHODE} group should prioritize right target processing whereas participants in the L\text{CATHODE}-R\text{ANODE} group should prioritize left target processing. The lower part (B) represents the results of the calibration procedure for one sample participant. The target size was calibrated individually and separately for left (squares) and right (circles) targets after excluding bilateral trials (dotted line). The selected sizes corresponded to adjacent pixel sizes (e.g., 3x3 and 3x4) giving a detection rate respectively lower and higher than 50% in calibration trials, thus ensuring that the task engaged a high level of attention resources.

**Figure 2.** Visual sensitivity. All groups showed increased visual sensitivity during tDCS sessions (from day 1 to 3 – in grey) but this increase was more pronounced in the L\text{ANODE}-R\text{CATHODE} group (●) than in the sham (☐) and L\text{CATHODE}-R\text{ANODE} groups (△). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Figure 3.** Correct response rate for the different types of trials before (pre-tDCS), during (from day 1 to 3 – in grey) and after treatment (post-tDCS). The L\text{ANODE}-R\text{CATHODE} group is represented by filled circles (●), the L\text{CATHODE}-R\text{ANODE} group is represented by open triangles (△), and the sham group by open rectangles (☐). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Figure 4.** Left-right extinction. The response bias was estimated from partial omissions in bilateral trials and expressed as a difference between tDCS (day 1-3) and baseline (pre-tDCS). A positive value indicates a relative increase in the left (vs. right) response rate compared to baseline, and a negative value indicates a relative increase in the right (vs. left) response rate.
compared to baseline. Participants preferentially reported the target controlateral to the anode when partial omissions occurred in bilateral trials. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Figure 5.** Bilateral detection before, during and after treatment. $\text{LANODE-RCATHODE}$ stimulation improved the number of correct responses and the balance of left-right omissions in trials where targets appeared on both sides. The percentage of correct bilateral detection is indexed by arrow length. The percentage of partial detection, i.e., 'left only' vs. 'right only', is reflected by the leftward vs. rightward vector orientation. A vector aligned with the vertical axis denotes an equal number of left and right omissions among partial responses. The straight lines depict the average performance over the three days of treatment (i.e., with tDCS). The dotted line depicts the performance pre-treatment and the dashed line depicts the performance post-treatment.
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Figure 1.

A. Schematic of the stimulation configurations: L_{ANODE} - R_{CATHODE}, sham stimulation, L_{CATHODE} - R_{ANODE}.

B. Correct response rate in calibration trials:
- left side: solid line
- right side: dashed line
- bilateral: dotted line
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- 2 x 2
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- 4 x 5
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Difference in % of left responses relative to baseline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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